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Abstract— There are many stragies which has been considered for cloud computing but most parameter which affects the performance of
cloud computing in scheduling and time complexity measures. Generally, scheduling mechanism for paralel processing which involves high
priority  and non –trival solution to reduce  the workload of cloud computing. Existing  system consolidate the parallel workloads in the
cloud using priority based approach.on analyzing the existing system,which use virtualization techniques,in order to improve the
performance of cloud computing, new scheduling  approach is proposed.Ths new approach considers various attributes to schedule the
workloads.the proposed method computes the multi attribute weigt for each job submitted.for Example there are many jobs  submitted but
each has to access to different resources,and the importance is availability of resource and utilization.the job weight represent the priority
of jobs submitted and scheduling is performed according to computed weight.The proposed method has produce more scheduling
performance and low time complixity.

Index Terms—  Cloud computing, Parallel computing, Multi Attribute scheduling, Resource utilization.

—————————— ——————————

1  INTRODUCTION
loud computing has become a widely accepted paradigm
for high performance computing,cloud application use
virtualization technique to improve its performance.In

the datacenters more complex application is used,complex
applicaion required parallel processing.Parallel computing is a
computing platform where the jobs can be executed in parallel
manner in different machines independent of location.Such a
computing and scheduling method has been proposed  at var-
ious schemes and has  produced good result.As parallel pro-
cess increases then CPU utilization become low.In EXisting, to
increase the CPU utilization  priority based scheduling is used
to increase the CPU utilization.The jobs are backfilled by using
two tier VM.Foreground VM and background VM.Most of the
earlier approaches used time or resource required as a con-
straint  to  schedule  them  in  the  machines.Also  the  jobs  could
be scheduled in priority based,which is computed using the
time or number of nodes necessary.Such a scheduling ap-
proach has also been proposed by various researches.All the
above said algorithm have the problem of deadlock conditions
and higher time complexity and higher idle time.In this paper,
multi attribute based scheduling algorithm introduced.The
number of users who access cloud services keep on increasing
at all the times such that the demand for service providers also
increases. The growth of services and client makes the sched-
uling as important one.The request generated from client side
are more generic and the scheduler has to find out where the
resource is available and schedule that resource.There may be
Scaricity of resources and have large number of request on the
queue but has to be scheduled and exeuted in short time.

2 RELATED WORK
There are many approach has discuss the problem in earlier
stage.
Optimistic job scheduling uses virtualization techniques to
schedule the jobs.In the Adaptive scheduling based on Quality
of Service in Heterogeneous Environments[14],This schedul-
ing approach reduces the cost and the overall execution
time.In this method,heterogeneous computing environment
uses the NP-hard problem,and performance of the scheduling
is increased by a heuristic algorithm.
 For Improved Cost-Based Algorthim for task scheduling in
cloud computing [12], considered scheduling task groups with
reduced cost and increased performance.Here an task group-
ing methodology is proposed which employes a scheduling
approach working under cost of jobs in order to increase the
resource mapping in the cloud.

The energy efficient solutions technique addresses the
problem of increased energy consumption.To address this
issue optimal scheduling algorithm proposes various energy
factors like costs,emission rate and other factors.According to
the dependency of location,architectural design,and manage-
ment system,the factors are changed across different data cen-
ter.

An Independent Task scheduling implies Cloud compu-
ting by Improved Genetic  Algorithm,which is an improved
ver- sion of Genetic Algortihm.This propose an scheduling
algorithm such as Min-Min,Max-Min and Genetic Schedulning
techniques evaluates the performance of the standard Genetic
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Algorithm.
All these methods disuss the problem of time complixity

and scalability which produes poor scheduling.In this paper,a
new multi attribute based scheduling approach is proposed to
maximize the scheduling efficiency.

3  PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this paper use Multi attribute of job pool to schedule
them.The proposd method uses time,number of resources re-
quired,number of Scarcity resource and number of normal
resources to compute the job weight.The job weight represent
the importance of the job which is considered as priority of
jobs.The jobs schedule based on computed weight.The pro-
posed method has the following stages namely MA compu-
ting, Multi attribute scheduling.For example there are four
jobs and each job required some minimm number of nodes.all
these are scheduled into different resources.The impact is
based on the scarcity resource weight,If job1 has six scarce
resource and four general resource,job2 has three scarce re-
sources and eight general resources,job3 has one scarce re-
source and six general resource and job4 has two scarce re-
sources and seven general resources.According to priority
based parallel workloads these are scheduled to multi attrib-
ute resources.According to priority based job3 finishes its
work,next job4 finishes its work,followed by job2 finishes its
work.At last job1 finishes its execution,because the weight is
based on fewer amount of scarcity resources.

 Fig 1: System Architecture

3.1 MA computing
For each job submitted,set of resource access required to

complete the process.Different resources may be required to
complete the process and there may be less important re-
source,scarce resource and other general resource.Those re-
source are identified for each process and a multi atrribute
weight for each of the process is computed.The process that
has more access to the scarce resource will get more important
at scheduling and will get more weight which meaqns that the

process  accessing scarce resource should not wait and should
be scheduled first.

3.2 Multi Attribute Scheduling
The jobs of pool are scheduled based on different metrics
like the number of resource neede and weight of the job.In the
earlier stage identified and computed the multi attribute
weight.At this stage computing the number of resources re-
quired to complete the job.The job which has more attribute
weight  and  more  resource  constrain  will  be  selected  for  pro-
cessing.The proposed method has more impact on real time
scheduling of real world applications.

4  ALGORITHM 1:MA COMPUTING
Step 1: Start
Step 2: read the job set j
 Step 3: read the available node N
 Step 4: initialize multi attribute weight set MA.
Step 5: for each job j
Identify number of resources or nodes necessary Rn.
Compute no of generic resource or node Gr .
Compute number of Scarcity resource Sr= .
 S – scarcity Resource G – Generic Resource
Compute job weight jw = Jt×((Gr/0.6)+(Sr/0.2)).
MA =  MAi+Jw.
 End.
Step 6 : stop

4.1 Algorithm 2: MA Scheduler
Step 1: Start
Step 2: Read computed multi attribute weight MA and job set j
Step 3: sort jobs from j according to weight.
 Step 4: Schedule jobs according to sorted order.
 Step 4: Stop.

4.2 Parameters used

Number of jobs Number of
Nodes

Time com-
plixity

Scheduling
Efficiency

100 15 8 98.6
300 36 19 98.4
500 41 26 98.3

5 RESULT DISCUSSION
 To  reduce the complex application in cloud,parallel workload is
introduced.Existing system normally takes the time-slice as top
priority for the job.Conservative migration consolidation backfill-
ing(CMCBF) and Aggressive migration consolidation backfill-
ing(AMCBF) algorithm are used to schedule the jobs.While using
this backfilling algorithm,time complexity may occur.To reduce
the time complexity,method  has been implemented using multi
attribute scheduling algorithm.This algorithm is based on weight
of  the  resources  as  the  top  priority.While  using  this  job  has  no
chance  to  backfill  the  jobs.The  job  are  allocated  to  various  re-
sources and it finishes the job at time.When compared to the ex-
isting scheduling concept,proposed scheduling increases its per-
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formance.
 Fig 2 shows, the client IP address and name of the user,these
two  are registered in client side. Fig 3 shows, server side re-
source allocation,it specifies which resource the user is regis-
tered and user name are displayed,name of each jobs,resource
name,time allocated to each jobs are speci- fied in server side.
Fig 4 shows, client that uploads its job list . Fig 5 shows, server
schedule the uploaded job list,According to priority of scarcity
resource weight,then the job finishes its work

Fig. 2. : shows the registration phase of clientls

Fig. 3. Shows the presence of users at trust cloud

Fig. 5. shows, Scheduled job  according to priority at server side.

Graph. 1. Comparative graph of job utilization

Fig. 4. Job set selected for scheduling
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In this graph2, There are five jobs are requested,in the existing
systit is based on time requirement and in proposed system it
is based on weight. Five jobs are requested, time requirement
is  speci-  fied  to  each  job.   In  existing  algorithm  CMCBF  and
AMCBF is based on response time.our algorithm that  calcu-
lates the weight of scarcity resources,it leads to better utiliza-
tion of resource compared to other two algorithms.All the jobs
finishes its execution on time compared to existing system.

6 CONCLUSION
To reduce the complexity in CPU, Parallel workload is intro-
duced.Due to increase in parallel processing CPU utilization
become low. In existing system Conservative migration con-
solidation backfilling and Aggressive migration consolidation
backfilling  is used to schedule the jobs.This algorithm is based
on backfilling technique.CPU is partitioned into forgrond VM
and Background VM and the jobs are consolidated by time
slice order.If the job exceeds its time limit that particular job is
backfilled and finishes its execution.In propsed method multi
attribute based  scheduling algorithm is used.This algorithm is
based on weight of scarcity resource which schedule the jobs
at different machines according to weight of the job.The job
weight is computed using various parameters like number of
node necessary,time and number of scarcity resources.Priority
of job is allocated according to weight of scarcity resource and
ther resource is allocated to next time period.While using this
concept job no need to backfill and performance of resource is
increased.
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Graph.2. Specifies the comparative Graph.
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